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If you are like me, springtime in 2019 has been a dizzying, breathtaking
affair with one kaleidoscopic burst of color after another vying for our
attention. My near-daily walks at the torrey pines State park have become
meditations on beauty and gratitude. yes, let’s hear it for the rain!

and, in the midst of this year’s riotous blooming and blossoming, we at
the La jolla Symphony and chorus are hard at work on what seems, at
first glance, to be the least spring-like musical program imaginable. 

We start with the urban grit of julia Wolfe’s Fuel, another in the
collaborations between Wolfe and film-maker Bill Morrison. (Some
audience members may remember our performance of Michael
Gordon’s Gotham with a film by Morrison in 2016.)   In Fuel for string
orchestra, driving rhythms laced with noisily over-pressured string noises
and whip-like glissandi, compete for space in a saturated musical
environment. the message is clear, our drive for “fuel” is crowding the
planet. and the psyche. 

It’s a delicate musical metaphor that’s easy to get wrong. But, Wolfe a
2017 Macarthur Fellow, succeeds in creating both message and music.
julie is a close friend, dating back to the 1990s and my decade as the
percussionist of the Bang on a can all-Stars. I remember countless
rehearsals spent trying simply to harness the extraordinary amount of
energy she unleashes in every score. With some composers the secret to
interpretive success is pruning—see orchestral music from Berlioz to
philip Glass that requires careful sculpting to avoid over-saturation. With
julie’s music, the goal is not to prune, but to cultivate focus. this means,
explicitly, not backing away from the turbulence of her musical textures
(as one might in “pruning-mode”) but by leaning in to create shape-
shifting sonic masses and intense colors. think of this music as an
english rather than a French garden!

If elegance, not excess, is what you crave, you’ll need only to wait for
camille Saint-Saëns’ popular Second Piano Concerto. there is lightness
here and grace as pianist and orchestra weave lines around one another.
(We are thrilled to welcome anne Liu, the 2017 young artists competition
winner as our soloist!)  and though a self-proclaimed lover of “modern”
music (think mid-19th century France), Saint-Saëns rarely left an
impression of speed or restlessness, which were so often the calling-
cards of the proto-revolutionaries of the mid- to late-century. aside from
a short period as a child, Saint-Saëns spent his entire life in paris—an
urbanite just like julia Wolfe, more than a century earlier. But his was a
compact urbanism: consistent and not disruptive; stately not
unprincipled. He was the prototypical figure of the Belle Époque—refined
and decorous—but imagine the world he saw in 1921, the year of his
death, and what he may have thought about it. What might he have
made of the seeds he planted?

an unintended side theme of this concert is the surprisingly late death
dates of the two male composers. jean Sibelius, born in Finland in 1865,

was practically a contemporary of Saint-Saëns. and like Saint-Saëns he
considered a rebellious path only to back away from it and embrace the
conservative options of his day. and when you hear his unabashedly
beautiful melodies and surging waves of consonant harmonies, you
might be surprised that he lived until 1957. 

Much of what we know about Sibelius seems contradictory. He has been
called, diplomatically, a “keen” smoker and drinker and spoke of the need
for alcohol to live life fully. But in fact, alcoholism and smoking nearly
killed him several times. though he was a Finnish national hero, he was
often reclusive, and though he was immensely popular during his
lifetime he was often troubled and alone. He expressed his disdain for
what he called richard Wagner’s pomposity and vulgarity, but at the
same time his overly close relationship with German National Socialists
has come under critical scrutiny by some recent scholars. 

perhaps because of these contradictions, Sibelius’s Fifth Symphony is a
masterful, though thoroughly unconventional work, as though he were
underlining the estrangement the Finns have always felt relative to
“europe.”  the problems in interpretation are likewise not to be solved
by conventional strategies—so useful in Beethoven—of clarifying the
form or elucidating harmonic movement. the performative issues are
nearly all in the arena of pacing: in timing the surges of emotion to
coincide with changes of texture; of crafting just the right control over
moments of surprise and, conversely, stabilizing things when steadiness
is in order. 

But returning to springtime:  what does this music—by the edgy New
yorker, the whiskered parisian, the hard-drinking Finn—have to do with
May in San Diego? It lies in the confidential beauty inherent in
unexpected growth. San Diego is a gray-green xeriscape for most of the
year. So, the sudden appearance of color is truly shocking. the beauty of
springtime in San Diego lies in the unexpected “rivers of ranunculus,” to
use a phrase by the poet Wendy Labinger. But its emotional impact
comes from the sure knowledge that soon—probably before you read
these words—the colors will have faded and the rivers will have run dry
again. Likewise, when we hear a light moment in julia Wolfe (marked,
“Like Vivaldi” in the score), the sudden brightening helps us frame the
moment. Fuel is not all dystopic metaphor; it can enlighten as well as
instruct. and, Saint-Saëns can look up from his desk and through the
daily grime of mid-19th century paris see the sun. 

and Sibelius: From the secluded cabin that he called “ainola,” after his
wife, aino, he saw the yearly miracle of spring and summer in
Scandinavia. Under nearly 24 hours of sun a day, no place on the planet
grows as furiously, as riotously, as the sub-arctic taiga. It’s a place of
conflicting impulses and a delicate balance: It is often dark, sometimes
muted under heavy snow, often the home of somber thoughts. But when
it blooms. oh, when it blooms… n

Fuel
JULIA WOLFE
Born December 18, 1958, Philadelphia

julia Wolfe trained first at
the University of
Michigan, earned her
M.M. at yale and a ph.D.
at princeton, and has
gone on to become one of
this country’s leading
composers. Her Anthracite
Fields, for chorus and
instruments, won the
pulitzer prize for Music in

2015, and the following year she was named a
Macarthur Fellow. Wolfe’s music combines several
powerful strands: not just the great classical tradition,
but such diverse forces as american folk music, rock,
minimalism, and others. She has written for
orchestra, chamber ensembles, keyboard, and voice,
and her music—which is often informed by a strong
social conscience—has been performed around the
world. Wolfe has been drawn particularly to multi-
media works, and she has collaborated with a
number of filmmakers.

Fuel, composed in 2007, was a joint project with the
american filmmaker Bill Morrison (born 1956). their
collaboration came about as the result of a
commission from the ensemble resonanz, a string
orchestra based in Hamburg. the composer has
offered an introduction to this project:

the idea for Fuel began in conversation with
filmmaker Bill Morrison. We talked about the
mystery and economy of how things run—the
controversy and necessity of fuel—the global
implications, the human need. the music takes its
inspiration from the fiery strings of ensemble
resonanz. the members of the group challenged
me to write something rip roaring and virtuosic,
asking me to push the group to the limit. this
request merged with the sounds of transport and
harbors—New york and Hamburg—large ships,
creaking docks, whistling sounds, and a relentless
energy. Fuel was premiered in a multi-media
performance with a film by Bill Morrison at the
Kaispeicher B Warehouse at the port of Hamburg,
Germany, in 2007.

Wolfe’s description is exactly right: Fuel is high-energy,
high-intensity music that explodes to life and then
never lets up—throughout, the music rides along a
shaft of white-hot sixteenth-notes. Wolfe’s
instructions to the performers are precise: they are
instructed at some points to play with a “scratch
sound,” at others to sound “like singing,” and about
halfway through, the violins are sent off on an
ebullient episode that Wolfe marks Strong and Joyful
(like Vivaldi). Her highly-energized music becomes a
perfect correlative to Morrison’s time-lapse vistas of
busy waterfronts, in which loading cranes cavort
along the docks like gigantic insects, shipping
containers rise in perfectly-balanced stacks, trucks
grind past, humans are reduced to insignificant
specks, and heavily-laden ships ease delicately
forward before a backdrop of towering skyscrapers. n

From the Conductor

Steven Schick
music director

percussionist, conductor, and
author Steven Schick was
born in Iowa and raised in a
farming family. Hailed by alex
ross in The New Yorker as “one

of our supreme living virtuosos, not just of percussion
but of any instrument,” he has championed
contemporary percussion music by commissioning or
premiering more than 150 new works. the most
important of these have become core repertory for
solo percussion. In 2014 he was inducted into the
percussive arts Society Hall of Fame.

Schick is in his 12th season as artistic director and
conductor of the La jolla Symphony and chorus. He
is also co-artistic director of the Banff centre for
arts and creativity Summer Music program and
artistic director and conductor of the Breckenridge
Music Festival.

as a guest conductor he has appeared with the BBc
Scottish Symphony orchestra, the Saint paul
chamber orchestra, the Milwaukee Symphony,
ensemble Modern, the International contemporary
ensemble (Ice), and the asko/Schönberg ensemble.

Schick’s publications include a book, “the
percussionist’s art: Same Bed, Different Dreams,”
and many articles. He has released numerous
recordings including the 2010 “percussion Works of
Iannis Xenakis,” and its companion, “the complete
early percussion Works of Karlheinz Stockhausen” in
2014 (both on Mode). He received the “Diapason
d’or” as conductor (Xenakis ensemble Music with
Ice) and the Deutscheschallplattenkritikpreis, as
percussionist (Stockhausen), each for the best new
music release of 2015. 

Steven Schick is Distinguished professor of Music
and holds the reed Family presidential chair at the
University of california, San Diego.
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Anne Liu
piano
2017 Young Artists Winner

Seventeen-year-old pianist
anne Liu began playing piano
at the age of four and currently
pursues her music studies
under the tutelage of ethan yi
Dong and guidance from ariel
yang at opus119 conservatory
of Music. Her teachers also

have included russian pianist Inessa Litvin and american pianist
Karen joy Davis. Ms. Liu was one of two musicians in the nation to
win presidential recognition and the accompanying 2018 Davidson
Fellow Scholarship. She also was named a 2018 National youngarts
finalist and received U.S. congressional recognition for this honor.
She has won top prizes in numerous competitions including the
young Musicians Foundation David Weiss Memorial Scholarship,
Musical Merit Grand prize Scholarship with full aspen Scholarship,
H.B. Goodlin Scholarship competition, La jolla Symphony & chorus
young artists competition, Grossmont Music Scholarship
competition, Los angeles International young Musician
competition, Los angeles International Liszt competition and the
8th Bosendorfer and yamaha USaSU International piano
competition for young artists.

Ms. Liu has performed extensively in the U.S., china and Italy. 
She has been a featured soloist with the South coast Symphony, 
the San Diego Great chamber orchestra, and the Southern
california philharmonic. this is her debut with the La jolla
Symphony orchestra.

Piano Concerto No. 2 in G Minor, 
Opus 22
CAMILLE SAINT-SAËNS
Born October 9, 1835, Paris
Died December 16, 1921, Algiers

Saint-Saëns wrote this popular concerto in
the space of seventeen days in the spring of
1868. the russian composer-pianist anton
rubinstein was visiting paris and wanted to
show off his abilities as a conductor. He and
Saint-Saëns, then 32 years old, struck a deal:
Saint-Saëns would compose a piano
concerto and be soloist at the first
performance, while rubinstein would
conduct. Saint-Saëns worked very quickly,

not only composing but learning his own music, and he was soloist at
the first performance on May 13, 1868.

the concerto as finished, however, contained a number of surprises.
the first movement, marked Andante sostenuto, opens with an
extended cadenza for solo piano rather than the orchestral
exposition of the classical concerto. But this cadenza is not so much a
bravura showcase as it is an act of homage to Bach: its neoclassical
poise pays tribute to a composer Saint-Saëns very much admired.
the orchestra makes its own dramatic entrance, and the movement
then develops in more normal form, with a graceful second subject
that flows easily between unexpected keys. the movement is quite
brilliant (this concerto was a particular favorite of that other piano-
playing rubinstein, artur), and Saint-Saëns offers the soloist a further
cadenza just before the close.

the second movement is not the expected slow movement, but is
instead very fast. Marked Allegro scherzando, this movement is a
rondo: the piano’s dancing opening theme is repeated by the strings
and develops through a series of repeated episodes. this movement,
which might be mistaken for one of Mendelssohn’s scherzos, has all
the grace of that earlier composer’s best fast movements.

the finale, marked Presto, is a tarantella, a blazing dance in 6/8 meter
that sweeps across the range of the keyboard. the music sparkles
and bubbles along, leading one very witty pianist to remark that this
concerto “begins with Bach and ends with offenbach.” n
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Joan Forrest Young Artists 
Performance Fund
anne Liu’s performance fee for this concert weekend is generously
underwritten by the joan Forrest young artists performance Fund.
the endowed fund is in memory of long-time LjS&c violinist joan
Forrest and dedicated to joan’s love of life, enthusiasm for young
musicianship, and unwavering support of the La jolla Symphony
and chorus. We are honored and grateful that her family has
provided this gift, which will fund, in perpetuity, the performance
fee for our first-place winners who perform on our subscription
concert series.

Ms. Liu is the first-place winner of the La jolla Symphony and
chorus’s 2017 young artists competition, instrumental division. 
this is her debut performance with the orchestra.

Ruben Valenzuela
Named LJS&C 
Choral Director
after a recently concluded nationwide
search, we are very pleased to
announce the appointment of 
Dr. ruben Valenzuela as the La jolla
Symphony & chorus’s new choral
Director. Valenzuela is artistic director
and conductor of Bach collegium 

San Diego, a music performance ensemble he founded in 2003. 
He also maintains an active career as a guest conductor,
keyboardist and musicologist. Valenzuela will begin his tenure with
LjS&c on july 1, 2019. 

“ruben Valenzuela is a consummate musician with great
collaborative energy, deep roots in the community, and a superb
artist’s keen insight to all aspects of music-making,” says 
Music Director Steven Schick. “We are thrilled he’ll be joining us 
as choral Director.”

Valenzuela has led Bach collegium in local premieres of historically
informed performances of music of the renaissance, early and high
Baroque, and classical periods. Under his leadership, the choral
and instrumental ensemble has achieved local, national and
international acclaim. He frequently appears as a guest director
and performer with ensembles such as Bach Vespers at Holy trinity
Lutheran church in New york city, the Bach experience at Marsh
chapel at Boston University, and emmanuel Music in Boston. He
also serves as Director of Music and organist at all Souls’ episcopal
church in San Diego. Valenzuela holds a ph.D. in Musicology from
claremont Graduate University.

“I'm thrilled to work alongside Maestro Steven Schick and the entire
La jolla Symphony and chorus community in shaping the future of
this organization,” says Valenzuela. “additionally, I'm looking
forward to diving into the unique programming tradition of La jolla
Symphony and chorus and keeping excellence at the forefront as
we forge ahead!”



repetitious, but Sibelius colors each repetition in a new way and at one
point plunges into a rather unsettled interlude in e-flat major before
returning to the home key of G major and a quiet close. In the movement’s
final minutes come hints once again of the horn-theme from the
symphony’s very beginning.

the concluding Allegro molto bursts to life in a great rush of energy from
rustling strings, and soon this busy sound is penetrated by the sound of
horns, which punch out a series of ringing attacks. In a memorable phrase,
the english writer Donald Francis tovey has described this moment as
thor swinging his hammer through the whistling wind, but it is a mark of
the subtle unity of this symphony that this same figure had served as an
accompaniment figure to the rhythmic variations of the middle
movement. over the cascading peal of those bright horn attacks,
woodwinds sing a radiant melody, one so broad and grand that its effect
has been compared to the last movement of Beethoven’s Ninth. this
melody evolves through various forms and finally builds to a great climax
and drives toward the powerful close.

Nielsen had concluded his “Inextinguishable” Symphony with a ferocious
duel between two timpanists stationed at each side of the stage. By
contrast, the end of Sibelius’ Fifth Symphony feels classic in its simplicity.
Sibelius builds to a climax, cuts the music off in silence, and then finishes
with six huge chords. the first four—widely and unevenly spaced—feel
lonely and uncertain, and then every player on the stage joins together for
the final two chords, which bring the Fifth Symphony to its smashing close.

Scandinavian composers were all too aware during World War I of the
chaos sweeping across europe, and both Nielsen and Sibelius responded
with wartime symphonies that held out hope in the face of that
destruction. If Sibelius refused to connect his Fifth Symphony directly to
that war, he nevertheless made its moral message clear in his own
description of its ending: “the whole, if I may say so, a vital climax to the
end. triumphal.” n

Symphony No. 5 in E-flat Major, Opus 82
JEAN SIBELIUS
Born December 8, 1865, Tavastehus, Finland
Died September 20, 1957, Järvenpää, Finland

World War I threatened the western consciousness
in a way that it had never been assaulted before—
for the first time it dawned on the human
imagination that it might be possible to destroy
civilization. that war, which leveled so much of
western europe, left Scandinavia untouched, and
the residents of those countries were left watching
warily as the horror unfolded to the south. In 1915,
the first full year of the war, two Scandinavian

composers drafted powerful symphonies. Neither composer connected
his symphony directly to the war, but it is hard not to feel that both works
register some response to that traumatic time. In Denmark, carl Nielsen
wrote his Fourth Symphony, which he called the “Inextinguishable”—it is a
violent symphony that finally makes a statement of faith that life will
prevail. In Finland, jean Sibelius wrote his Fifth Symphony, which—while
not so violent as the Nielsen—also drives to a heroic conclusion. Sibelius
wanted his symphony understood only as music: for the London
premiere in 1921, he specified that “the composer desires the work to be
regarded as absolute music, having no direct poetic basis.” But while
neither symphony may consciously be about the war, both make
statements of strength and hope from out of that turbulent time.

the Sibelius Fifth Symphony had a difficult birth—it went through three
different versions spread out over five years. Sibelius had made a
successful tour of america in 1914, and he returned home to find europe
at war. a notebook entry from September 1914 brings his first mention of
the new symphony, as well as an indication of how depressed he was: “In

a deep valley again. But I already begin to see dimly the mountain that I
shall certainly ascend…God opens his door for a moment and His
orchestra plays the Fifth Symphony.”  He drafted the symphony across
1915 and led the premiere on December 8 of that year, his fiftieth
birthday. But Sibelius was dissatisfied, and across 1916 he revised the
symphony, combining its first two movements and so reducing the
number of movements from four to three. But when this version was
performed in December 1916, he was still unhappy, and he came back to
the symphony three years later and revised it a third time. this final
version was premiered in Helsinki on November 24, 1919, a year after the
end of the war.

as completed, the Fifth Symphony has an unusual structure, and it blurs
traditional notions of sonata form, which depends on the contrast and
resolution of different material. Instead, the Fifth Symphony evolves
through the organic growth of a few fundamental ideas. the most
important of these is the horn call heard at the opening of the first
movement. that shape sweeps up over an octave and falls back
(commentators are unable to resist comparing this opening to the dawn),
and this shape will recur in many forms over the course of the symphony.
the movement rises to a great climax at which that horn-shape blazes out
in the brass, then speeds seamlessly into the Allegro moderato. this is the
symphony’s scherzo, and in the earliest version of the Fifth Symphony it
was a separate movement (this movement also incorporates the fanfare-
figure from the opening, and perhaps that unifying feature was what led
Sibelius to fuse the two movements). the movement gathers strength on
its driving 3/4 pulse and drives to a tremendous conclusion.

the central movement—Andante mosso, quasi allegretto—is in variation
form, but even this old form evolves under Sibelius’ hands. Instead of a
clear theme followed by variations, Sibelius instead offers a series of
variations on a rhythm: a sequence of five-note patterns first stamped out
by low pizzicato strings. Such a plan runs the danger of growing
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Stephen L. Marsh, Esq.
I have been singing almost 60 years, first in a boys choir

at church in my native Detroit, in men’s glee club in

college and in the Naval air training command choir in

the Navy. after moving to San Diego in 1984, I stopped

singing to raise a family and build a career with my law

firm;  Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps. then, 16 years

ago, I first heard LjSc sing. I was enthralled with the quality of the chorus. I

studied, took the music theory test, auditioned and made the cut. I love singing in

the chorus. It brought back a joy I had been missing. I also served on the Board

for 11 years, including 4 years as president, and still serve on committees.

I want to share the joy I have received from music. Making a planned gift allows

me to help ensure the LjS&c will continue to provide the opportunity for future

generations to participate and to enjoy listening to these wonderful ensembles

perform such interesting and beautiful music for many years to come.

I chose to make LjS&c a beneficiary of my rollover Ira, which is my biggest asset.

that way, upon my death, the specified percentage of my account will

automatically be distributed to the organization without the need for probate.

planned giving is actually incredibly easy and painless. It doesn’t take away

anything from funds I might need for living expenses now. It only transfers after I

am gone, when I certainly won’t have any need for money. and it will definitely

help the organization to live on.
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Memorial Fund

Vicki Heins-Shaw & Stew Shaw

Dr. David Dwyer Smith

amee Wood & eric Mustonen

* deceased

the therese Hurst planned Giving Society is named in honor of
La jolla Symphony & chorus’s chief benefactor, therese Hurst,

who upon her death in 1985 left her house to the LjS&c. 
It was a transformative gift that created a cash reserve 

and endowment fund that live on today. 

Profiles in 
Planned Giving

Making a planned gift can 
be as easy as adding LjS&c
as a beneficiary to your life
insurance policy, retirement
plan, or will. If you’ve already
made a provision for LjS&c
in your estate plans but are
not listed below, please let 

us know so that we may
recognize you along with 

the following therese 
Hurst planned Giving

Society members:

Plan Now. Give later. 
It’s as simple as that to create your musical legacy. 

contact Diane Salisbury at dsalisbury@lajollasymphony.com to learn more, 
or visit our planned Giving page at www.lajollasymphony.com.
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Drs. Margaret Schoeninger & jeffrey Bada
elizabeth Simmons & r. Sekhar chivukula
jeanne & Bill Stutzer 
Nancy Swanberg & Max Fenstermacher
elizabeth taft 
janann & peter taylor 

Friend $100 
Michael & christine allen 
Dr. & Mrs. anagnostopoulos 
Mark applebaum 
jami & Ken Baar 
Dr. thomas Beers 
ted & carol Bietz 
Marcia Biller 
David Buckley & Beth ross Buckley
Kim Burton 
Madelyn Byrne 
In Memory of Gaelen Daum 

Vic cardell 
jui yuan chang 
David & ann chase 
Bobbi chifos 
catherine chyi 
peter & Megan clarke 
Mary jo clemmons 
Nancy cochran 
judith collier 
peter cowhey & Margaret McKeown
patricia cox 
Larry Dickson 
Donald & Frances Diehl 
Monica Disselkoen 
edward & edith Drcar 
jeanine M. Dreifuss 
F.F.D
Dr. Zofia Dziewanowska 
Kenneth W. earnest 
Susan elden 
ruvani Fonseka 
Kathleen French & William Kristan
jim Friedhofer 
Sharon & Gene Friedman 
In Honor of Dr. & Mrs. Milton Saier 

amanda & Greg Friedman 
In Honor of jeanne Saier 

Norbert Giada 
j.M. & Barbara Gieskes 
estelle Gilson 
Sarah Gongaware 
Kathleen Gullahorn 
Frank Hafner 
Susanna Han 
Vicki Heins-Shaw & Stewart Shaw
In Memory of Gaelen Daum 

Don jenkins 
edith Kodmur 
Donna Kuriyama 
Doug & Susan Lambell 
Barry D. & Helen Lebowitz 
Dana & Burton Levine 

Laura Levine & peter politzer
Steele & patricia Lipe 
Bryan Lowe 
claudia Lowenstein 
robin Luby 
eduardo Macagno & Laura Wolszon
jim Macemon 
carol Manifold 
In Memory of Gaelen Daum 

Stephen L. Marsh 
In Memory of Gaelen Daum 

Maryann Martone 
Larry Mccleary 
Dr. Marianne McDonald 
Mona McGorvin & james olesky
Barbara McGowen 
robert & jan McMillan 
roark Miller 
charles joe Mundy 
Lyn Nelson 
elizabeth Newman 
john Neyenesch & polly cone
yolanda orrantia 
joey a. payton 
j.L. person 
Sarah M. Quemada 
Milton & jean richlin 
Sam rohrbach 
carol rothrock 
Vanya russell 
Satomi Saito 
Barbara Sawrey 
thomas Schlegel 
Luke Schulze 
carol Slaughter 
In Memory of Gaelen Daum

William Smith 
otto e. Sorensen & Mary Gillick
Kenneth & judy Stanigar 
randy & trish Stewart 
peter Stoffer 
carol tolbert 
William tong 
Friederike touillon 
charles p. Van Beveren 
art & trish Vlastnik 
Helen e. Wagner 
Molli Wagner 
Dr. peter & Mary ellen Walther 
ellen Warner-Scott 
Harry & Sandra Wibur 
David & elke Wurzel 
Dr. elena yarritu & ehud Kedar
Bill Ziefle 

CORPORATE 
GIFT MATCH
caterpillar
Intuit
Qualcomm charitable Foundation

*deceased

Administrative 
Staff

Diane Salisbury
Executive Director

adam perez
Operations Manager

Melanie Intrieri
Development Asst. 

& Events

alex papasavas 
aldrich cpas + advisors

Bookkeeper

Artistic 
Staff

r. theodore Bietz
Orchestra Manager

Mea Daum
Chorus Manager

celeste oram 
Orchestra 

Production Asst.

ryan Beard
Orchestra Librarian

Marianne & Dennis Schamp
Chorus Librarians

Outreach
Marty Hambright

Mary ellen Walther

La jolla Symphony & chorus
9500 Gilman Drive

UcSD 0361
La jolla, ca 92093-0361

phone: 858.534.4637
Fax: 858.534.9947

www.LajollaSymphony.com

How To 
Reach Us

La Jolla 
Symphony
& Chorus

the La jolla Symphony & chorus (LjS&c) is deeply grateful to the Department of Music at Uc San Diego for its generous support 
and assistance, and to the following contributors for their donations to the 2018-2019 season. While making every effort 

to ensure that our contributors’ names are listed accurately, if you find an error, please let us know and we will 
correct it. LjS&c is a 501(c)3 non-profit corporation, making your donation tax-deductible.

Annual Gifts
Donations listed below were received
April 9, 2018 - April 9, 2019

Major
Sponsor $25,000+
city of San Diego,
commission for arts & culture

Department of Music, UcSD

Season
Underwriter $15,000+
anonymous
Family of joan Forrest
Diane Salisbury & robert Whitley
SD county Board of Supervisors

Angel $10,000+
Michael Kaehr 
carol Lam & Mark Burnett
Bob & catherine palmer
In Honor of Diane Salisbury

amee Wood & eric Mustonen

Benefactor $5,000+
Florence riford La jolla community Fund
Glenn & rochelle Kline-casey
La jolla rotary Foundation
Qualcomm charitable Foundation
Steven & Brenda Schick
Laurette Verbinski

Sustainer $2,500+
arleene antin & Leonard ozerkis
Bloor Family 
eric & pat Bromberger 
Gary & Susan Brown 
j. Lawrence carter & jeanne Ferrante
Dr. & Mrs. curtis chan 
Dr. robert engler & julie ruedi
Beda & jerry Farrell 
Feher Family Fund 
of the jewish community Foundation

pat Finn-Burkhard & Walt Burkhard
Bill & cathy Funke 
judy & Bob Gaukel 
Kiwanis club of La jolla 
Dr. cecil Lytle & Betty McManus
Donald & julie MacNeil 
Stephen L. Marsh 
Drs. Bill Miller & Ida Houby
jeanne & Milton Saier 
Brian & Sherri Schottlaender 

Steven & janet Shields 
Gigi & Bill Simmons 
Dr. jim Swift & Suzanne Bosch-Swift
Weil Family Foundation 

Supporter $1,500+ 
Marie L. Nelson 
Bernard eggertsen & Florence Nemkov
Mark & Suzanne appelbaum 
Karen erickson & Michael Gillis
Georges & Germaine Fusenot 
charity Foundation

Marty Hambright & ron Manherz
Lulu Hsu 
james & risa Lauth 
Sheila podell & art Baer
Manuel & paula rotenberg 
jay Schlossberg-cohen 
takahashi Family Fund 

Associate $1,000+
Daniel & june allen 
Gayle Barsamian & David clapp
George & Uli Burgin 
phyllis epstein 
David & pat Gifford 
Steven & Sarah Henriksen 
Sonya Hintz 
Dr. phyllis Irwin & Dr. Lillian Faderman
Karen johns & peter jorgensen
joan Kastner 
David Kimball & jean Hume
Monique Kunewalder 
james & Lois Lasry 
tom & Barbara peisch 
alex & Valerie rubins 
Gail Schreiber 
carol Slaughter 
In Memory of tom Slaughter  

David Dwyer Smith 
Sweet Bay Foundation 
paul e. Symczak & Debra Weiner
Susan & Mark taggart 
timmstrom Family Fund 
erika & Fred torri 

Patron $500+ 
George & Sarilee anderson 
Kathy archibald 
Mary Beebe & charles reilly
Mary Berend 
renee Bowen 
Mea Daum 
In Memory of Gaelen Daum 

julia S. Falk 
clare Friedman 
Irma Gigli 
peter Gourevitch & celia Falicov
Meryl & Michael Gross 
David & Susanna Han-Sanzi 
Michael Krause 
julianne j. Larsen & jim Forbes
In Honor of Molli Wagner, Kate Sheehan 
and Fred Walker

constance e. Lawthers & M.a. collins
Liwerant Family - Short term Fund 
of the jewish community Foundation

paul & Susan Marks 
Daniel Mayer & Vicki Nizri
Douglas & Susan McLeod 
Sandra Miner 
Nolan & Barbara penn 
carol plantamura & Felix prael
tiffany remuzzi 
robert Schroeder 
thomas Schubert 
Susan Shirk & Sam popkin
carol Smith 
Dave & joann Stang 
rand Steiger & rebecca plant
paula tallal 
ted & anna tsai 
eric Van young & Marjorie Milstein
Frederick D. Walker & Katharine L. Sheehan
In Honor of arthur Wagner, phD 

Mary L. Walshok 
Sharlene Weatherwax 
elaine W. Wolfe 

Member $250+ 
Nicholas & Samantha Binkley 
Nelson & janice Byrne 
Byron chow 
Geoff clow 
Walter & ann Desmond 
joanne Fink 
Larry Friedman, M.D. 
In Honor of cliff Schireson 

erica & ryan Gamble 
Michael Gerdes 
e.B. Gibbs 
William & Sharon Griswold 
Karen Kakazu 
tom & julie Karlo 
jennifer Khoe 
tony Leonard & jin-Soo Kim
Louis c. & celia K. Grossberg Foundation, Inc.
Debby & ray park 
Sue B. roesch 

Annual Contributions



Up to $999
anonymous (8)
cheryl alden
Susan & joseph allen+

In memory of William B. French

Kathy archibald+

Maureen arrigo
Huguette ashley
Mary Barranger & jerry Blank+

Sandra Barstow
Marcia Beaty
Mary Beebe & charles reilly+

thomas Beers
Silvia Berchtold
ted & carol Bietz+

In memory of tom Nee

cathy Bullock+

josie Burdick
Dana Burnett & Bruce ennis+

George & Uli Burgin
Mary ann calcott
judy & jack cater+

richard & jill chagnon+

Lauren & Gordon clark
robert & Sheila clark
robert & carol clarke
julie croom
Sally & Bill Dean+

Ned Dearborn & cherrie anderson
Xiomara Di Maio+

Nancy & joel Dimsdale
russell & Frances Doolittle
edward & edith Drcar
Zofia Dziewanowska+
Bill eadie
paul engel
richard & Lauraine esparza+

Maureen Fahey
David Falconer
andrew Feldman

In honor of Michael & Nancy Kaehr

joshua Fierer
joanne Fink
Loie Flood+

Laurie Forrest
joan Forrest young artist performance Fund
peter Gach+
erica & ryan Gamble
anne Gero-Stillwell & Will Stillwell
estelle Gilson 
john j. & Mary a. Griffin
Michael & Meryl Gross+

Marty Hambright & ron Manherz+

William & cathy Hawkins+

Bryan & cheryl Heard+

Sarah & ronald jensen
In memory of Frank Dwinnell

Barbara jewell & Donald Green+

Steve & Gail jones
Karen Kakazu+

Khoe Family
aline N. King
Michael Kinnamon & Mardine Davis
Sharon Kipfer
Lynn Knize
peter Kofoed+

richard & Linda Lafetra
carol Landers
thomas Lang
christine Lehman+

Burton & Dana Levine
robin B. Luby
Marc Madison+

carol Manifold+

Virginia & Mark Mann+

Kurt & elizabeth Marti+

Maryann Martone
Wendy & Michael Matalon
Karen Matthews
Dr. David Mccann+

Marlene Mccann+

Brian Mccarthy
Larry Mccleary
Mona McGorvin+

Douglas & Susan McLeod
Maggie & paul Meyer

In honor of Ida Houby & Bill Miller

Frank & Linda Morral
joe Mundy+

Walter & Mary Munk
elizabeth Newman
jeff Nevin+

Marianne Nicols
Kathleen o’Brien+

Harry & Leslie oster
Deborah & ray park+

alice parker+
David & Dorothy parker
Barbara & Nolan penn
adam perez
carol plantamura & Felix prael+

Skandar rassas
jean & Milton richlin
Diana rowell
Dr. & Mrs. M. Lea rudee
jon & judy rudin
Vanya russell+

Satomi Saito+

amy Schick+

thomas Schlegel
Mark & Kathleen Schlesinger+

Ken & Mary Lou Schultz+

Gerald Seifert
Lisa robock Shaffer
jan & Barry Sharpless

Stew Shaw & Vicki Heins-Shaw
Gay Sinclair
Heather Marks Soady
ann Spacie+

joann & David Stang
randy & trish Stewart
Sarah Stockwell & andre Lehovich
phyllis Strand
Susan Stroemple+

joan & peter Suffredini
erika & Fred torri
eleanor tum Suden
Dennis turner
eric Van young
jim & Lynn Viall
portia Wadsworth
Sarah Warisi+

ellen Warner-Scott
ruth Weber+

ellen Weller+

Leslie Williams
Steve & Stephanie Williams
elaine Wolfe
Laura Wolszon & Dr. eduardo Macagno
David & elke Wurzel
Gloria Xefos+

+ David Chase Choral Composition Donor
* deceased

Concert Video
Educational Fund
Thanks to a generous gift by the Family
of Joan Forrest, in her memory, 
La Jolla Symphony & Chorus has funding
to videotape each concert this season.
These videos will be posted on our
YouTube channel for educators and the
public to access free of charge as part of
our music education and outreach effort.
The videos also will be broadcast by
UCSD-TV to all of the UC campuses 
and by satellite and cable to over
100,000 viewers.

With ongoing support, we can turn
LJS&C’s unique commitment to
performing new music and lesser-known
works into an invaluable educational
resource through videotaping and
archiving of our concerts. If you are
interested in joining the Family of Joan
Forrest in supporting this effort, please
contact Diane Salisbury at
dsalisbury@lajollasymphony.com 
for details.

$200,000+
anonymous

$50,000+
LiveLikejoan Fund
rancho Santa Fe Foundation
Molli & arthur* Wagner
amee Wood & eric Mustonen+

$40,000+
Marie Nelson

In honor of Nelson & Kean families

$30,000+
Hans Beck*
Frances & Don Diehl

In honor of David chase

Ida Houby & Bill Miller+

$25,000+
Ken Fitzgerald

In honor of joan L. Fitzgerald

clare & paul j.* Friedman
Dianne McKay & andrew King

In honor of janet & William King

jeanne & Milton Saier+

Brenda & Steven Schick

$20,000+
j. Lawrence carter
Gayle Barsamian & David clapp

In honor of Steven Schick

Karen johns & peter jorgensen+

julie & Don MacNeil
catherine & Bob palmer+

janet & Steve Shields+

timmstrom Foundation
Louise Wood*

$15,000+
elie a. & polly H. Shneour 
Memorial endowment Fund

Beda & jerry Farrell+

Nancy Moore+

In memory of anthony paul Moore

jim Swift & Suzanne Bosch-Swift+

$10,000+
anonymous (4)
ann & Walt Desmond+

In honor of David chase

Dr. robert engler & julie ruedi
In memory of Dr. joan Forrest

Sally & einar Gall
In honor of David chase & paul j.* Friedman

Marty Hambright+

Michael & Nancy* Kaehr+

Glenn & rochelle Kline casey
carol Lam & Mark Burnett
Stephen L. Marsh+

jan Merutka
Drs. Katherine Sheehan & 
Frederick D. Walker jr.

Susan & Mark taggart+

In honor of Steven Schick & David chase

robert Wennerholt

$7,500+
evon & john* carpenter
Karen erickson & Michael Gillis+

In memory of Doris George

joan Kastner
Valerie & alex rubins+

$5,000+
anonymous (4)
june & Dan allen+

Mary Berend+

Bloor Family+

In memory of colin Bloor

curtis & Mae chan
ann & David chase
David cooksley

In memory of Barbara cooksley

Bernard eggertsen & 
Florence Nemkov

pat Finn & Walter Burkhard 
pat & David Gifford
clarice & Neil Hokanson
Kempton Family trust
Beverly & ted Kilman
esther & Bob Laporta
james & risa Lauth
Betty McManus & cecil Lytle
Mary Nee*+

In memory of tom Nee

Manuel & paula rotenberg
patricia & christopher Weil 
Family Foundation

Lorraine Wong & William Schneider

$2,500+
anonymous
pat & eric Bromberger+

David & Beth Buckley+

jui-yuan chang

Geoff & Shem clow
joan & Frank* Dwinnell+

In memory of c. eckman

elinor elphick+

celia Falicov & peter Gourevitch+
elsa & George Feher

In honor of Steven Schick

Sarah & Steve Henriksen
Deanna & eldy* johnson+

Michael Mccann
Sheila podell & art Baer
Diane Salisbury & robert Whitley+

Sherri & Brian Schottlaender
tom Schubert
Smerud real estate, Inc.
Dr. David Dwyer Smith+

otto Sorensen+

In memory of elli Valborg Sorensen

jeanne & Bill Stutzer+

In honor of David chase

Nancy Swanberg & 
Max Fenstermacher+

elizabeth & joseph taft 
revocable trust

patrick, Katie & tallis Walders+

Mary ellen & peter c. Walther+

In memory of clarence & pansy Buechele

Nadine & ollie Wilson
In memory of colin Bloor

elena yarritu & ehud Kedar

$2,000+
anonymous
janet & Maarten chrispeels
judy & robert Gaukel
Hima joshi & jeremy copp

In honor of David chase

Monique Kunewalder+

anthony Leonard & jin-Soo Kim
Gideon & janice Marcus

In honor of David chase

Gudrun Noe
In memory of Wolfgang Noe

Barbara rosen & Bob Fahey
Gigi & Bill Simmons+

pamela Surko
Francis tonello

$1,500+
arleene antin & Leonard ozerkis+

ellen Bevier
In honor of Ida Houby & Bill Miller

Gregory Brown+

In memory of Martha Neal-Brown

Mea & Gaelen* Daum+

julia S. Falk
cathy & Bill Funke+

claudia Lowenstein+

In memory of carl Lowenstein

paul Symczak & Debra Weiner 
carol tolbert+

$1,000+
aram akhavan
Sue & Mark appelbaum+

Maureen arrigo
jack & Dottie Beresford+

ann Block
judy & jack cater+
chenango trust
peter & Megan clarke
jerome & joyce cutler-Shaw
Lois Day
joanne Driskill
Darrell & D. ann Fanestil
Susanna & David Han-Sanzi 
richard Helmstetter
Sonya D. Hintz 
phyllis Irwin
Donna johnson+

In honor of David chase

David & Gail Kempton
cynthia & William Koepcke

In honor of David chase

Susan & paul Marks
robert & jan McMillan
Sandra Miner
Vicky Nizri & Daniel Mayer
judith K. Nyquist

In honor of David chase

Ina page
In memory of charles page

cinda & rod peck+

Barbara & tom peisch+

Samuel Lawrence Foundation
carolyn Sechrist+

carol & thomas Slaughter+

In honor of David chase

carol & Stuart* Smith
Laurie Smith
Helen e. Wagner

In honor of David chase

carey Wall
Sharlene Weatherwax
Welty Family+

For more information about making a gift to the endowment fund, please contact Executive Director Diane Salisbury at 858-822-3774.

Sostenuto Endowment Gifts



About
La Jolla Symphony 
& Chorus

Thank You!

MISSION:
Rooted in San Diego for over 60 years, the La Jolla Symphony and Chorus enriches our lives 
through affordable concerts of ground-breaking, traditional and contemporary classical music.

Our Legacy
La Jolla Symphony & Chorus (LJS&C) recognizes the importance of nurturing the next generation 
of talent and new audiences in many ways:

• Our Young Artists Competition, now in its 59th year, awards scholarships and performance 
opportunities to young musicians from San Diego County and Baja California. Many of our 
winners also receive paid performance opportunities with LJS&C.

• The Thomas Nee Commission supports emerging composers by funding new works for 
orchestra or orchestra and chorus that are given their world premiere on our subscription 
series; 22 commissions have been awarded to-date. 

• An annual Young People’s Concert introduces young audiences to the symphony 
experience at no charge. Open dress rehearsals before each concert offer a 
family-friendly environment. 

• LJS&C is fertile ground for new talent, music education and innovation at UC San Diego, 
where we have been an affiliate since 1967.

We could not accomplish this without you!
Thank you to all of our concert sponsors and annual fund contributors this season!

10%
Grants

8% 
Other Earned Income

29%
Ticket Sales

32%
Contributions

15%
Events

6% In-Kind

La Jolla Symphony & Chorus is a 501(c)3 non-profit corporation. Tax ID 95-1962652


